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PassPorter® E-Worksheet  

Lodging Scoresheet

Fill in and select your lodging option details to get comparative scores 
based on lodging rates, extra charges, and availability of your key features. 
Choose your five key features below:
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Features
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Lodging Scoresheet

nightly
rate:
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tax:
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© MediaMarx, Inc. Do not distribute without explicit permission. For more information, visit http://www.passporter.com/club

Jennifer Marx
Sticky Note
This is an interactive PassPorter e-worksheet that helps you compare lodging choices for any destination! It automatically calculates the total cost of your stay including tax and extra-charge items, the number of nights of your stay, and assigns scores to each lodging choice for easy comparison.Begin by selecting or typing-in up to five "key features" you desire from the drop-down lists near the top of the page. These choices will automatically be listed for all six lodgings on the page. Then, enter the information for the first lodging in the top box -- lodging name goes in the blue bar, followed by your possible check-in and check-out dates. Be sure to type your nightly rate in the box on the second line, as well as any lodging tax. The Extra Charges line is for mandatory fees and/or services that incur extra fees that you intend to use. The My Key Features line is for comparing features that are important to you -- click the checkbox if the lodgingoffers that feature.The scoring and ranking features naturally work only when you are comparing at least two lodgings, and work even better when you are comparing more. The higher the score, the better. Lodgings and Extra Charges are ranked by price (the lower the price, the higher the score). My Key Features is ranked by the number of features that are present (checked-off). The letter grade is based on the sum of the three numeric rankings - lodging rate, extra charges and features - the best combination of price and features will receive an "A," and a star will appear beside that lodging's listing, and a red "X" will appear beside those with grades of B or below.Note: Interactive features are only available when using Adobe Acrobat Reader 7.0 or higher. For more help using this e-worksheet and MANY more interactive worksheets like this
, visit http://www.passporter.com/club
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